Date in Foster Home

04/11/2021

Hound Information

Registered Name

AFG Hit The Road Jack

Call Name

Jack

Date of Birth

08/01/2019

Gender

Male

Color

Black

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

1st of the month

Comes When Called

No

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

Firm no

Small Dog Safe

Yes

Comments (Small Dog)

He generally ignores his yorkie mix foster brother

Cat Safe

Yes

Comments (Cat Safe)

Tested cat safe at kennel, does not currently live with cats

Good With Young Children

Not Sure

Turn Out Routine

Before and after breakfast (6/7am), 3pm, 6pm, (8pm if needed), 10pm
Additional turnout around 11am when we are home

Potty On Lead

Not Sure

Garbage

Ignores, it is hidden in a cabinet

Stairs

Timid, can do short stairs 3-4 steps with minimal coaxing; still needs work on full staircase

Floors

Fine on carpet, slips occasionally on tile floor in kitchen especially if he is nervous and trying to
change direction quickly. We have an extra runner down for him

Counters

Curious, easily correctable

When is the hound crated?

●

8 Hour Work Day

●

Bed Time

How does the hound handle being crated?

Well. He gets a PB kong during work day. He is fed in his crate. He is quiet while in his crate. His
crate is also one of his “safe places” he will retreat to if he is feeling nervous.

What does the hound enjoy?

Naps, ear scratches, food/treats. He is getting a little more confident each day and spending more
time in the main area of the house with us.

Does the hound have any fears?

Loud noises, people coming directly up to him. Stairs, slippery floors. He did fine with vacuum.

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

Jack is a shy boy. He is making great progress with us but will need some continued patience and
encouragement to help him come out of his shell. He may benefit from having another confident
hound/canine in the home.

How does the hound handle new situations?

Timid. Will retreat to his safe space (bedroom dog bed or crate) and emerge when he is ready

What type of food are you currently using?

Diamond Naturals All Life Stage Chicken & Rice

Amount of AM feeding

2.5 cups

Amount of PM feeding

2.5 cups

